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QUESTION 1

What should be considered when running the following CLI commands with a goal of accelerating an index cluster
migration to new hardware? 

A. Data ingestion rate 

B. Network latency and storage IOPS 

C. Distance and location 

D. SSL data encryption 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A non-ES customer has a concern about data availability during a disaster recovery event. Which of the following
Splunk Validated Architectures (SVAs) would be recommended for that use case? 

A. Topology Category Code: M4 

B. Topology Category Code: M14 

C. Topology Category Code: C13 

D. Topology Category Code: C3 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.splunk.com/pdfs/technical-briefs/splunk-validated-architectures.pdf (21) 

 

QUESTION 3

The customer wants to migrate their current Splunk Index cluster to new hardware to improve indexing and search
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performance. What is the correct process and procedure for this task? 

A. 1. Install new indexers. 

2. 

Configure indexers into the cluster as peers; ensure they receive the same configuration via the deployment server. 

3. 

Decommission old peers one at a time. 

4. 

Remove old peers from the CM\\'s list. 

5. 

Update forwarders to forward to the new peers. 

B. 1. Install new indexers. 

2. 

Configure indexers into the cluster as peers; ensure they receive the cluster bundle and the same configuration as
original peers. 

3. 

Decommission old peers one at a time. 

4. 

Remove old peers from the CM\\'s list. 

5. 

Update forwarders to forward to the new peers. 

C. 1. Install new indexers. 

2. 

Configure indexers into the cluster as peers; ensure they receive the same configuration via the deployment server. 

3. 

Update forwarders to forward to the new peers. 

4. 

Decommission old peers on at a time. 

5. 

Restart the cluster master (CM). 
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D. 1. Install new indexers. 

2. 

Configure indexers into the cluster as peers; ensure they receive the cluster bundle and the same configuration as
original peers. 

3. 

Update forwarders to forward to the new peers. 

4. 

Decommission old peers one at a time. 

5. 

Remove old peers from the CM\\'s list. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

In addition to the normal responsibilities of a search head cluster captain, which of the following is a default behavior? 

A. The captain is not a cluster member and does not perform normal search activities. 

B. The captain is a cluster member who performs normal search activities. 

C. The captain is not a cluster member but does perform normal search activities. 

D. The captain is a cluster member but does not perform normal search activities. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/8.1.0/DistSearch/
SHCarchitecture#Search_head_cluster_captain 

 

QUESTION 5

A new search head cluster is being implemented. Which is the correct command to initialize the deployer node without
restarting the search head cluster peers? 

A. $SPLUNK_HOME/bin/splunk apply shcluster-bundle 

B. $SPLUNK_HOME/bin/splunk apply cluster-bundle 

C. $SPLUNK_HOME/bin/splunk apply shcluster-bundle -action stage D. $SPLUNK_HOME/bin/splunk apply cluster-
bundle -action stage 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/8.1.0/DistSearch/ PropagateSHCconfigurationchanges 
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